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• Waist to hip ratio (WHR), which is a ratio between waist

circumference (WC) and hip circumference (HC), is more reliable in

a clinical setting than body mass index (BMI) as an indicator in

cardiovascular risk assessment because of it’s ability to measure fat

distribution. Increased WHR is associated with metabolic syndrome

and cardiovascular disease.

• Total body volume is also a useful measure because it can be used to

calculate body fat percentage (BF) which is an important factor in

assessment of cardiovascular risk.

• The previously validated white light 3D body scanner is more reliable

and reproducible than manual measurements when measuring WC and

HC, but this test may have a lack of practicality (time and clothes

requirements).

• The purpose of this study was to assess technology that could be valid

and easier to perform than the white light 3D scanner. We hypothesized

that that the infrared 3D scanner and iPad app would provide

measurements with a reliability similar to the white light 3D scanner.

BACKGROUND

Table 1. Participant characteristics

• We recruited healthy volunteers over 18 years of age which were

measured wearing well-fitting clothes at least 4 hours after

eating. All measurements were done within a week.

• WC, HC and total body volume were compared using three

different methods:

− White light 3D body volume scanning

− Infrared 3D body volume scanning

− Biplane body volume scanning using an iPad app

• To compare the absolute difference among all measurements, we

used a paired t-test and tested the correlation using linear

regression. Bland-Altman limits of agreements plots were created

to illustrate the absolute difference among measurements.

• The level of statistical significance was set at 0.05 for all tests.

• All statistical analyses were performed using JMP.11.2.1. (SAS

Institute, Inc., Cary, NC).

Example report from white light 

and infrared 3D scans

Figure 1. Bland-Altman limits of agreements plots

CONCLUSION
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Table 2. Comparison of different methods of 

measurement
METHODS

Example picture from iPad 

application 

• WC, HC and total body volume measurements produced by the infrared 

scanner were very similar to the measurements produced by both the white 

light scanner  and infrared scanner. 

• This data suggests that the BVI Ipad app has potential to serve as an ideal 

tool for body composition assessment  in the clinical and research settings as 

it addresses the major limitations of current standards of care. 

Comparison group R2 P value
Mean absolute

difference with SD 

WL Vs IR Vol (L) 0.964 <0.001 4.5 (5.83)

WL Vs App Vol (L) 0.968 <0.001 4.7 (4.63)

WL Vs IR WC (cm) 0.903 <0.001 0.7 (5.21)

WL Vs App WC (cm) 0.441 0.005 30.1 (10.72)

WL Vs IR HC (cm) 0.957 <0.001 0.7 (3.16)

WL Vs App HC (cm) 0.598 <.0001 16.6 (8.48)

Total (n= 60) Men(n=24) Women(n=36)

Age 30.9 (8.52) 30.5(7.50) 31.3(9.22)

Race/Ethnicity

Non-Hispanic white 68.3% 45.8% 83.3%

Hispanic 20% 33.3% 11.1%

Asian 5% 12.5% 0%

Black or African American 3.3% 4.2% 2.8%

Other 3.3% 4.2% 2.8%

American Indian or Alaska 
Native

0% 0% 0%

Native Hawaiian/Pacific 
Islander

0% 0% 0%

Height (cm) 169.7(8.45) 174.7(6.69) 166.4(7.90)

Weight (Kg) 74.3(18.14) 81.5(18.1) 69.5(16.77)

BMI (Kg/m2) 25.6(14.79) 26.54(4.66) 25.10(5.81)

Manual WC (cm) 84.2(14.09) 89.95(13.4) 80.3(13.37)

Manual HC (cm) 100.95(10.56) 101.8(8.73) 100.4(11.70)

WHR** 0.83(0.08) 0.88(0.07) 0.79(0.07)

* Values are mean (SD) or n (%), BMI=body mass index. WHR= Waist to hip
ratio. 

WL volume vs. IR volume WL WC vs. IR WC WL HC vs. IR HC  

WL volume vs. app volume WL WC vs. app WC WL HC vs. app HC  


